the point of view of the analyte being measured. This is, after all, what happens in real life.
It is a hefty tome, hard backed, containing forty-three chapters, each written by a specialist contributor. The diagrams, flow diagrams and pathways are very clear and there are plenty of tables included.
The book commences with three short chapters covering the use of, the acquisition of, and the interpretation of biochemical data. It then moves on to the usual chapter on sodium, water and potassium but after that covers a wide variety of topics ranging from the clinical biochemistry of nutrition to biochemical aspects of haemolysis. There are chapters on subjects that one rarely finds covered in clinical chemistry text books, for example biochemical aspects of neurological disease and of psychiatric disorders. Each chapter has a short list of further reading with notes about the merit of each individual reference. There are three chapters which will be particularly useful covering the newer areas of: cellular aspects of clinical chemistry, molecular clinical biochemistry and free radicals-it is pleasing to see these topics included in a clinical chemistry text book. Several of the chapters include appendices which describe protocols for investigation and also various interesting calculations, for example estimation of ECF volume reduction from changes in haematocrit and determination of (drug) dose requirements to achieve steady-state concentrations.
The book will be of use not only to all those studying for qualifications in clinical chemistry (or any field of medicine), but also to practising clinical chemists. I would strongly recommend that every clinical chemistry laboratory should aim to have a copy of this excellent and very readable book. I would also recommend it as a valuable text for medical libraries. quite heavy going. However, the 'Silver Book' is a compilation of the tremendous hard work by the authors and others associated with IFCC and lUPAC in developing a systematic, thorough terminology and uniformity in the use and description of units and quantities within clinical chemistry. For me, one of the interesting aspects was the provision of historical perspective as to why this work was embarked upon and the progress which had been made at the conferences held over the years to review units and quantities.
It is, perhaps, the difficulties of ensuring absolute clarity in meaning and avoiding ambiguity not only in English but in other languages as well, which lead to the tortuous terminology which has developed in describing different properties, so for example, kinds-of-quantity of a property is a common expression within the text which can make comprehension of the intention difficult. However, the authors have clearly recognized this potential limitation to imparting their message and all sections within Chapters 3-7 contain examples ofa meaning and where appropriate, calculations. This fact alone means that anyone studying for examinations should be aware of the contents of this book.
Awareness of the recommended and alternative units should make the use of abbreviations to describe units consistent, hopefully editors of journals will take note of the recommended units; though whether the adoption of a billion as 10 12 rather than IO~(US nomenclature and News at Ten), remains to be seen.
The compendium opens with a history of the recommendations; this is followed by definitions of some of the disciplines in the clinical laboratory which is a useful introduction to the breadth of application of the definitions contained within the whole book and the precision with which areas have to be defined. The third chapter provides information on the conventions used, the instructions of how to use the units and also to access the information in chapters eight and nine which, respectively, cover 'Kinds-of-quantity of dimension I; 51 unit I' and 'Kinds-of-quantity dimension other than one'. These last chapters being the reference sections for the different dimensions identified by the committees over the years. Chapters four and five deal with fundamental concepts, for example considering: mathematical operations and measurable quantities, symbols and names of units, writing of numbers and expression of numerical values. Moving on in the next chapter to clinical laboratory data which encompasses the components, the reference materials and reference values, followed by chapter seven considering the choice and use of kinds-of-quantity for different analytical purposes so this might for example consider things like optical spectroscopy, enzymology, electrophoresis, etc.
There is an extensive bibliography referencing all the publications made by IFCC, IUPAC, ICHC and others providing a valuable resource.
It may be with this compendium that more effort might be focused on adopting more of the recommended systems; more than this we require active attempts at adoption to provide unambiguous equivalence understandable by all practitioners.
Who should buy this book? Well certainly every laboratory should have a copy of what is a very reasonably priced book, providing an excellent source of reference to the many recommendations which have emerged over the years in a wide variety of areas which touch on the daily practice of clinical chemistry. I would certainly recommend it for those who are considering sitting examinations and for those who are old enough to remember the switch to molar SI: it is possible to relive past triumphs!
I D WATSON

Aintree Hospitals
Principles and Practice of Immunoassay, 2nd edn. Ed by C P Price and D J Newman. London: Macmillan Reference, 1997. Pp 667; Price £80.
Like the subject it describes, this book has grown and developed since the first edition in 1991. As the foreword points out, the book has established itself as the major reference work on immunoassay, and the second edition has been extensively rewritten with 28 new authors to reflect the changing face of the discipline. The first section, dealing with the fundamentals of immunoassay, is greatly improved, beginning with a concise introduction written by the editors which sets the scene and provides an overview of what follows. The new chapter on the antigen-antibody reaction is much better than the old, and more space is devoted to antibody development and antibody engineer-ing. There are also new chapters on reaction kinetics and nonbiological alternatives to antibodies (synthetic polymers prepared by molecular imprinting), while Ekins' magisterial review of immunoassay design and optimization is expanded but essentially unchanged, although the section on microspot array-based assays has been rightly promoted to a chapter of its own.
The second part still deals with the major immunoassay techniques in current use, and comparison of the chapter titles between the two editions gives a sense of the changes 6 years have brought. Chapters on the basic labels (isotopes, enzymes, fiuorophores, luminescent compounds, particles and electroactive species) remain, but chapters on surface phenomena, immunochromatography, immunoconcentration and radial partition immunoassay have matured into chapters on direct immunosensors, disposable devices and microfabricated devices. The editors boldly indulge in some crystal ball-gazing in a concluding section on future developments.
Principles and Practice of Immunoassay remains impressively up-to-date for a multi-author text-of nearly 1800 references, approximately half have been published since the first edition went to press, an indication of the extent of revision. Many of the citations are from 1996 and there are even a sprinkling from 1997although these are mostly by the editors! The small increase in pages from the first edition (667 instead of 650) belies the true increase in size, as the format is bigger and the font considerably smaller in the second edition. The production values are also much improved, with a clearer layout and far fewer typographical errors, though disappointingly the index still has the same tendency to multiple page references for the same entry, with not enough subdivisions. 'Monoclonal antibodies' followed by 42 page references spread throughout the book really is not very helpful to the reader with a specific question in mind, and a better organized index is needed for the third edition.
The price has increased by a little more than the rate of inflation, but given the significant improvement to what was already an excellent text, it remains good value. Overall, a must for clinical scientists who still want to know what goes on inside the expensive boxes (all of us, surely") and an important resource for those who design, develop and sell immunoassays.
M J HALLWORTH
Royal Shrewsbury Hospital
